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A B S T R A C T   
West Africa exhibits decadal patterns in the behaviour of droughts and floods, creating challenges for effective 
water resources management. Proposed drivers of prolonged shifts in hydrological extremes include the impacts 
of land-cover change and climate variability in the region. However, while future land-degradation or land-use 
are highly unpredictable, recent studies suggest that prolonged periods of high-flows or increasing flood oc-
currences could be predicted by monitoring sea-surface temperature (SST) anomalies in the different ocean 
basins. In this study, we thus examine: i) what ocean basins would be the most suitable for future seamless flood- 
prediction systems; ii) how these ocean basins affect high-flow extremes (hereafter referred as extreme 
streamflow); and iii) how to integrate such nonstationary information in flood risk modelling. We first use 
relative importance analysis to identify the main SST drivers modulating hydrological conditions at both 
interannual and decadal timescales. At interannual timescales, Pacific Niño (ENSO), tropical Indian Ocean (TIO) 
and eastern Mediterranean (EMED) constitute the main climatic controls of extreme streamflow over West Africa, 
while the SST variability in the North and tropical Atlantic, as well as decadal variations of TIO and EMED are the 
main climatic controls at decadal timescales. Using regression analysis, we then suggest that these SST drivers 
impact hydrological extremes through shifts in the latitudinal location and the strength of the Intertropical 
Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the Walker circulation, impacting the West African Monsoon, especially the zonal 
and meridional atmospheric water budget. Finally, a nonstationary extreme model, with climate information 
capturing regional circulation patterns, reveals that EMED SST is the best predictor for nonstationary streamflow 
extremes, particularly across the Sahel. Predictability skill is, however, much higher at the decadal timescale, and 
over the Senegal than the Niger catchment. This might be due to stronger impacts of land-use (-cover) and/or 
catchment properties (e.g. the Inner Delta) on the Niger River flow. Overall, a nonstationary framework for 
floods can also be applied to drought risk assessment, contributing to water regulation plans and hazard pre-
vention, over West Africa and potentially other parts of the world.   
1. Introduction 
Droughts and floods are responsible for approximately 80% of fa-
talities, and around 70% of economic losses that are related to natural 
hazards in sub-Saharan Africa (Vicente-Serrano et al., 2012). West 
Africa has experienced persistent droughts since the end of the 1960s, 
with extreme droughts in 1972–1973 and 1983–1984 (Dai et al., 2004; 
Dezfuli and Nicholson, 2012). While the persistent droughts resulted in 
decreasing surface flows in some areas (Olivry, 2002; Descroix et al., 
2013; Mahe et al., 2013), many catchments presented increased surface 
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flows in the Sahel (Séguis et al., 2002, 2011; Descroix et al., 2009; Mahé 
and Paturel, 2009). This phenomenon has been called the Sahelian 
Paradox, and is usually attributed to the combined influences of land use 
changes and climate variability, leading to vegetation degradation, 
changes in organic matter content in the soils and thus water-holding 
capacity (Séguis et al., 2004; Amogu et al., 2010; Gardelle et al., 2010). 
Despite persistent widespread droughts, damaging floods have also 
occurred in the Sahelian region of West Africa, e.g. the 1996, 1998 and 
2010, 2012 and 2013 floods in Niamey (Tarhule, 2005; Descroix et al., 
2013; Sighomnou et al., 2013). This persistence in flood occurrence 
could be linked to the post-1990s prolonged increase in base flows in 
many regions of West Africa, especially in the central Sahel regions 
(Roudier et al., 2014; Sidibe et al., 2018). These recent changes in sur-
face flow are consistent with a regional partial recovery in Sahel rainfall 
(Nicholson et al., 2000; Dai et al., 2004; Lebel and Ali, 2009; Masih et al., 
2014), which has been associated with an increase in extreme rainfall 
(Taylor et al., 2017; Wilcox et al., 2018), increasing soil saturation and 
flood generation (Tramblay et al., 2014). Frequent flooding conditions 
have presented challenges for sustainable water management, 
ecosystem and human life for emerging West African countries (Nich-
olson, 2005; Gal et al., 2017). However, little has been done to under-
stand the shifting patterns of extreme streamflow (i.e., high-flow or 
floods) over West Africa, as well as the underlying climate mechanisms. 
Over West Africa, rainfall variability is driven by the West African 
Monsoon (WAM) system, which strongly depends on variations in global 
and regional sea-surface temperature (SST) and regional land-surface 
conditions at different timescales (e.g., Nicholson et al., 2000; Gian-
nini et al., 2005; Lu and Delworth, 2005; Balas et al., 2007; Rodrí-
guez-Fonseca et al., 2011; Dieppois et al., 2013; Dieppois et al., 2015a). 
At the interannual timescale, for instance, the WAM dynamic is mainly 
driven by the El Niño-Southern Oscillation (ENSO; e.g., Giannini et al., 
2005; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 2015), the Atlantic Equatorial Mode 
(also referred to as Atlantic Nino; e.g., Losada et al., 2010; Rodrí-
guez-Fonseca et al., 2011) and SST in the Mediterranean Sea (e.g., 
Rowell, 2003; Gaetani et al., 2010; Fontaine et al., 2011). At decadal 
timescales, West African rainfall variability is mainly driven by the 
Inter-decadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO) and/or the Pacific Decadal 
Oscillation (PDO), as well as the Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation 
(AMO) patterns (Biasutti et al., 2008; Mohino et al., 2011; Dieppois 
et al., 2013, 2015b). Persistent behaviour in rainfall across the Sahel has 
prompted research on development of multi-year rainfall forecasts 
(Sheen et al., 2017Sheen et al., 2017) and exploration of their applica-
tion in various sectors (Ward and Conway, 2020Ward and Conway, 
2020). In the region, streamflow variability is strongly linked to rainfall, 
and its associated teleconnections with SST modes (e.g., Mahé and Cit-
eau, 1993), but with substantial modulations in terms of amplitude 
resulting from interactions with catchment properties (Sidibe et al., 
2019Sidibe et al., 2019Sidibe et al., 2019). At some timescales (e.g. 
interannual and decadal) and for some regions, such as the Sahel at 
decadal timescales, streamflow variability, as well as the link to SST 
modes of variability, can, however, appear exacerbated compared to 
rainfall, suggesting increasing predictability skill (Sidibe et al., 2019). In 
addition, streamflow data integrates information about climate vari-
ability spatially, and are less sensitive to measurement errors than pre-
cipitation data, hence providing a greater signal-to-noise ratio (Chiew 
et al., 1998). Enhancing the prediction of decadal to multi-decadal 
fluctuations in streamflow is actually of crucial importance, as their 
magnitudes have been shown to be more important than the secular 
trends over the whole of West Africa (Sidibe et al., 2019). With the in-
fluence of the global and regional SST variabilities, patterns of extreme 
streamflow behaviour may exhibit further long-term memory in West 
Africa. However, despite early recommendations from regional au-
thorities, e.g. AGRHYMET (Hamatan et al., 2004), the relative contri-
butions and predictability skills of the different SST modes of variability 
to extreme streamflow (i.e. high-flow) conditions remain as yet unex-
plored over the region. 
Modelling of streamflow extremes plays an essential role on the 
efficient design of water resources management (Schlef et al., 2018). 
Traditionally, studies of extreme conditions were conducted by sta-
tionary extreme models (e.g., Schlather, 2002; Ferro and Segers, 2003). 
However, stationary extreme models based on the assumption of the 
dynamics of invariant hydroclimate systems may no longer be valid in a 
changing climate. Therefore, multiple nonstationary extreme analysis 
approaches have been proposed for projecting hydrological extremes (e. 
g., Lima and Lall, 2010; Zhang et al., 2011; Cheng et al., 2014). This 
study uses nonstationary extreme analysis to account for potential 
changes in streamflow extremes over West Africa from one decade to 
another, and therefore provide more robust estimates of prolonged or 
multi-year high-flow (flood) conditions than stationary extreme 
modelling approaches. Apart from providing a more realistic estimate of 
extreme streamflow, this study also aims to identify the underlying 
climate mechanisms by exploring the nonstationary relationships be-
tween interannual and decadal SST variability and hydrological extreme 
distributions. 
This involves examining the contributions (relative importance) of 
the different ocean basins to extreme streamflow variability at both 
interannual and decadal timescales; their larger-scale mechanisms are 
also investigated, in order to identify physically relevant information for 
nonstationary extreme modelling approaches, for estimating flood risks. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the study 
region and data. In Section 3, the methodology, including relative 
importance analysis and extreme analysis, is presented. In Section 4.1, 
the most important SST indices contributing to extreme streamflow 
variability over West Africa, and the nonstationary extreme analysis 
driven by SST indices, are investigated. In Section 4.2, we assess the 
physical meaning of the statistical links between SST variability and 
high-flow extremes, by examining the effects of the most relevant SST 
indices on the atmospheric water budget, as well as their in-
terdependencies between the SST variabilities of different oceans. In 
Section 4.3, we assess the performance of the nonstationary extreme 
models for extreme streamflow. In Section 5, the implications of our 
results and possible future applications of our approach for the pre-
dictability of streamflow extremes are summarized. 
2. Study region and data 
2.1. Study basins and streamflow data 
The extreme analysis is based on in-situ streamflow observations of 
two major basins in West Africa: the Niger River basin (NRB) and 
Senegal River basin (SRB; Fig. 1). The NRB and SRB, located in Sudano- 
Guinean and Sahelian regions, are the first and second largest river 
basins in West Africa, with a drainage area of 2,170,500 km2 and 
300,000 km2, respectively (Wilcox et al., 2018). Both basins are trans-
boundary, supporting the irrigation and domestic water demands of 
large populations (Oyerinde et al., 2015; Wilcox et al., 2018). Daily 
streamflow data are collected from the SIEREM (“Système d’Informa-
tions Environnementales sur les Ressources en Eaux et leur Modélisa-
tion”) database (Boyer et al., 2006). Only time series from stream gauges 
that are not affected by any upstream dams or reservoirs are selected 
from the GRanD database (Lehner et al., 2011). In addition, to ensure the 
robustness of our results, only the longest time series of stream gauge 
records presenting less than 30% of missing values over the 20th century 
and recent decades are investigated. However, it should be noted that 
missing data are most before 1950. For more detail, the list of stations, 
their geographic coordinates and record periods of the stations are given 
in Table 1. 
2.2. Sea-surface temperature data 
We use a global monthly gridded dataset, the Extended Recon-
structed SST version 5 (ERSST.v5; Huang et al., 2017), which is derived 
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Fig. 1. Locations of 12 streamflow stations in the NRB (green boundary) and SRB (magenta boundary). The red dots represent the streamflow stations, and the blue 
lines are the main river channels. 
Table 1 
List of stations, station locations, missing data percentage, start and end time.  
Basin (Tributary) station start end missing data (%) latitude longitude 
Niger Dire January 01, 01/01/1924 May 23, 23/05/2017 1.88 16.27595 − 3.395 
Niger (Bani) Douna May 01, 01/05/1922 May 23, 23/05/2017 19.39 13.21385 − 5.90311 
Niger Koulikoro January 01, 01/01/1907 August 20, 20/08/2019 0.34 12.85727 − 7.55811 
Niger Lokoja October 01, 01/10/1914 October 30, 30/10/1960 1.65 7.8 6.7667 
Niger Niamey January 01, 01/01/1929 May 23, 23/05/2017 9.95 13.5016 2.105 
Senegal Bafing Makana June 15, 15/06/1903 October 29, 29/10/2006 6.67 12.55 − 10.2667 
Senegal Bakel January 05, 05/01/1904 February 28, 28/02/2005 22.45 14.9 − 12.45 
Senegal Daka Saidou June 14, 14/06/1903 October 29, 29/10/2006 0.73 11.95 − 10.6167 
Senegal Dibia June 16, 16/06/1903 January 30, 30/01/1995 0.00 13.2333 − 10.8 
Senegal (Faleme) Gourbassy June 17, 17/06/1903 March 28, 28/03/2005 0.00 13.4 − 11.6333 
Senegal Kayes July 01, 01/07/1903 February 28, 28/02/2005 28.52 14.45 − 11.45 
Senegal (Bakoye) Oualia June 15, 15/06/1903 February 28, 28/02/2005 8.85 13.6 − 10.3833  
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from the International Comprehensive Ocean–Atmosphere Dataset 
(ICOADS) Release 3.0, to infer SST variability in the different ocean 
basins. This dataset spans from January 1854 to the present at a 2 ◦ × 2 ◦
grid resolution, and has improved SST spatial and temporal variability 
through new reconstruction methods, especially related to the use of 
Empirical Orthogonal Teleconnections (Huang et al., 2017). More 
importantly, unlike other SST datasets, ERSST. v5 is not affected by cold 
SST biases resulting from satellite data assimilation at the end of the 
20th century, which can sometimes induce a modest decrease in the 
global warming trend and problematic negative decadal signals (Rey-
nolds et al., 2002). 
Table 2 lists ten SST indices representative of the ocean regions 
linked to Sahel rainfall and streamflow variability at interannual and 
decadal timescales (Fontaine et al., 2011; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 
2011, 2015; Dieppois et al., 2015a; Sidibe et al., 2019). The SST indices 
are calculated using Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) from the 
regions where different modes of SST variability could interact. SST 
anomalies (SSTa), weighted by the square root of cosine of latitudes and 
averaged over the corresponding regions, are calculated by suppressing 
the monthly cycle and detrending the data. In addition, a quasi-global 
SST (GT) index is also defined as an oceanic proxy of the global SST 











where n is the number of grid points considered, and θ is the latitude. To 
optimise the representation of regional mode of SST variability, the GT 
influence is removed from each SST indices by subtracting linear re-
gressions. This operation can be summarizsed as: 
SSTa(θ,φ, t)= SSTa
′
(θ,φ, t) − GT(t) (2)  
where φ is the longitude. SSTa′ represent the original SST anomalies, 
and SSTa are SST anomalies with GT influence removed. As recom-
mended in Trenberth and Shea (2006), such a procedure is a more 
appropriate method for adjusting contemporary climate change effects 
from SSTa than simply removing a linear temporal trend over the 
reference period. 
In addition, as the drivers of the WAM dynamic are known to vary 
according to the timescale, all SST indices are decomposed into two 
different timescales: interannual (2–8 years) and decadal (>10 years). 
To account for changes in the contributions of interannual and decadal 
variability throughout the year, the time series are decomposed monthly 
using fast Fourier transform (FFT) band-pass filtering, which can be 
considered a digital filter in frequency domain, before being aggregated 
annually. The time series are detrended prior to the FFT filtering using a 
locally weighted linear regression; a nonzero mean and the trend term 
may otherwise affect the results (Wu et al., 2007). 
2.3. Atmospheric data 
We use the Twentieth Century Reanalysis version 3 (20 C RCR.v3; 
Compo et al., 2011; Slivinski et al., 2019) to examine regional to global 
atmospheric anomalies impacting the atmospheric water budget over 
the region. The 20 C RCR.v3 is an 80-member ensemble global rean-
alysis (from 1806 to 2015) dataset at a 1 ◦ × 1 ◦ grid resolution. This 
reanalysis product only assimilates surface pressure observations with 
monthly SST and sea-ice distributions as boundary conditions. This 
modelling and data assimilation strategy is constant over the entire 
period, and allows for spectral decomposition in the analyses of atmo-
spheric circulation across different timescales, with a reduced sensitivity 
to artificial shifts induced by assimilation of new datasets – as is the case 
for the NCEP/NCAR-1 reanalysis as shown in Poccard et al. (2000). The 
density of the observational network required for assimilation, as well as 
the quality of the SST field used as boundary conditions, remain 
nevertheless difficult issues, especially for the 19th century and the 
1st-half of the 20th century (Pohl et al., 2018). Compared to 20CRv2c, 
where these issues lead to different shortcomings in global sea-level 
pressure, precipitation and winds, 20CRv3 uses new adaptive data 
assimilation methods, a new higher-resolution forecast model that 
specifies dry air mass and assimilates a larger set of pressure observa-
tions to optimally reduce those shortcomings (Slivinski et al., 2019). 
However, it is noted that our results could be slightly different if the 
analysis was based on another century-long reanalysis, such as ERA-20C 
(Poli et al., 2016) and CERA-20C (Laloyaux et al., 2018), which are 
based on similar assimilation data but different atmospheric models 
(Wohland et al., 2019). Nevertheless, according to Berntell et al. (2018), 
20CRv2 is better representing decadal rainfall variability in the Sahel, as 
compared to ERA-20C and CERA-20C, in which decadal signals are 
significantly negatively correlated to the observation. In addition, this 
study can be compared to other studies based on 20CRv3 to analyse the 
atmospheric dynamic associated with interannual to decadal variability 
in Sahel rainfall (Fontaine et al., 2011; Dieppois et al., 2013) and 
streamflow (Sidibe et al., 2019). 
In this study, at interannual and decadal timescales, we use inte-
grated moisture flux (Vq) and convergence at two different levels to 
account for vertical wind shear over the region: lower-troposphere (i.e. 
1000-800 h PahPa: monsoon layer) and mid-troposphere (i.e. 800- 
500 h PahPa: African Easterly Jet [AEJ] layer). This gives a synthetic 
representation of horizontal water movements within West African 
monsoon circulation, as these two levels represent ~97% of moisture 
content of the total atmospheric column (i.e. from 1 000 to 1 h PahPa) 
over the region (not shown). In addition, to estimate the vertical water 
movements, we examine outgoing longwave radiation (OLR) at the 
nominal top of the atmosphere. In the tropics, OLR anomalies can be 
used as a proxy for deep-convection processes: negative (positive) OLR 
anomalies are associated with enhanced (suppressed) deep-convection. 
3. Methodology 
3.1. Relative importance analysis 
To identify which SST indices are the most important contributors to 
Table 2 




Global GT Weighted global SSTa 
(-70-70◦N) 
Trenberth and Shea 
(2006) 
Atlantic AtlNiño 1st principal component 
(PC) of tropical Atlantic 
SSTa 
(-70-20◦E, -30-30◦N) 
Chiang and Vimont 
(2004) 
AMM 2nd PC of tropical Atlantic 
SSTa (-70-20◦E, -30-30◦N) 
Chiang and Vimont 
(2004) 
AMO Average SSTa for the 
North Atlantic (-80-0◦E, 
0–60◦N) 
Enfield et al. (2001);  




EMED Average SSTa for the East 
Mediterranean (15–36◦E, 
32–44◦N) 
Fontaine et al. (2011) 
WMED Average SSTa for the West 
Mediterranean (-6-15◦E, 
32–44◦N) 
Fontaine et al. (2011) 
Pacific ENSOpc 1st PC of equatorial Pacific 
SSTa (110◦E− 95◦W, -30- 
30◦N) 
Saji et al. (2006); Cai 
et al. (2009); Weller 
and Cai (2013) 
IPOpc 1st PC of Pacific SSTa 
(100◦E− 70◦W, -50-50◦N) 
Folland et al. (1999);  
Power et al. (1999) 
PDOpc 1st EOF of North Pacific 
SSTa (100◦E− 100◦W, 
20–65◦N) 
Mantua et al. (1997) 
Indian TIO Average SSTa for the 
Tropical Indian Ocean 
(35–90◦E, -24-24◦N) 
Fontaine et al. (2011)  
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streamflow extremes over the two main river basins of West Africa, 
relative importance analysis is applied. Relative importance analysis 
consists of decomposing the coefficient of determination (R2) and 
quantifying the contribution of each regressor to the total R2 in a linear 
regression model. For relative importance application in streamflow 
analysis, various methods have been proposed. Using the Lindeman, 
Merenda and Gold (LMG) approach (Lindeman et al., 1980), Tyralis 
et al. (2019) explained the shape parameter of the Generalised Extreme 
Value (GEV) distribution of streamflow extremes in a static context. 
Here, we use one of the most popular relative importance methods, the 
proportional marginal variance decomposition (PMVD; Feldman, 2005) 
which is similar to the LMG methods, but the PMVD weights depend on 
the order of variable inclusion in the correlation decomposition algo-
rithm. The PMVD is based on sequential R2, but eliminates the depen-
dence of each regressor’s contribution on orderings by averaging all 
marginal contributions (Grömping, 2007). The marginal contribution 
(Mi) of a regressor (Xi) is defined as: 
Mi =R2(Xi|S) =R2({Xi} ∪ S) − R2(S) (3)  
where S represents the set of regressors entered into the model. How-
ever, the marginal contribution of a regressor is influenced by its order 
in the model. The order of X1,⋯,XP into the model can be denoted as 
r = (r1, ⋯, rP), and then the set of regressors entered into the model 
before Xi according to the order r is denoted as Sri . The marginal 































⃒Sri ) indicates sequential marginal contribution of the 
regressor (Xi) in the order r and w(r) indicates the data-dependent PMVD 
weights in the permutation r. The weights are derived based on a set of 
axioms. For a proper exclusion, we set a regressor with an actual zero 
coefficient to have a zero share of the R2. For this study, this procedure is 
applied at both interannual and decadal timescales using the most 
relevant indices at those timescales (cf. Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 2011; 
Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 2015). 
3.2. Regression analysis 
To understand further the physical meaning of the link between SST 
indices and streamflow extremes at interannual and decadal scales, the 
SST indices have been linearly regressed on larger-scale climate data 
between 1901 and 2015. We first examine the global SST patterns 
associated with each SST index to assess interdependency across SST 
indices. Then, we examine the low-to mid-tropospheric moisture fluxes, 
as well as the OLR anomalies, related to those global SST patterns to 
determine the horizontal and vertical fluxes of water over the region, 
and their association with global circulation. 
To provide a quantitative evaluation of regression results, statistical 
significance is estimated using two tests: i) a local random-phase test 
accounting for serial correlations (Ebisuzaki, 1997); ii) a global or field 
significance test, based on the false discovery rate (FDR), accounting for 
spatial auto-correlation and the problem of multiplicity (Wilks, 2006, 
2016). For each pair of time series to be regressed (a and b), 10,000 
random time series having the same power spectrum as the original one, 
but random phases, are regressed. The significance is then estimated as 
follows: if fewer than α × 100% of the regressions (rab) from the 
random-phase series have a magnitude greater than the critical value 
rcrit, the null hypothesis is rejected at the α significance level whenever 
|rab|> rcrit. The resulting p-values (p) are then adjusted using the global 
FDR test at p = 0.05 to control the expected proportion of locally 
significant tests that are actually true, and not occurring by chance. 
Hence, field significance is determined if at least one local null hy-
potheses is rejected according to this criterion at the level αglobal = 0.05 










where plocal (j) denotes the jth smallest (out of k) local p values. 
3.3. Extreme analysis 
For the estimation and extrapolation of future extreme streamflow 
over the two basins, the extreme analysis is applied to daily streamflow 
measurements. Three points are the most important for extreme anal-
ysis, including the selection of probability distributions, stationarity 
assumptions and distribution estimation methods (Pisarenko and Rod-
kin, 2010). The GEV distribution has been demonstrated to be very 
suitable for environmental extreme analysis, since it contains the family 
of extreme distributions (e.g., Rust et al., 2009; Maraun et al., 2010; 
Tošić et al., 2017), and is used here. However, before applying the GEV 
distribution, a block maxima approach, with a length equal to a year, is 
used to obtain the extreme values; annual consideration should be suf-
ficient for our more than 70-year long time series (Kotz and Nadarajah, 
2000; Katz et al., 2002; Hawkes et al., 2008). Considering a sequence of 
daily streamflow observations Xt(t= 1,2,…,N) from the whole period, 
the block maxima can be written as: 
Bn =max{X1,X2,…,XN} (7) 
For increasing block length (N →∞), the distribution of block max-
ima Bn converges to a non-degenerate probability distribution functions 
(PDF), which is the GEV distribution. It is of the form: 










⎠ (8)  
where the operation of a+ = max(0, a), μ is the location parameter, σ is 
the scale parameter and ε is the shape parameter. When the shape 
parameter ε is zero, the GEV distribution becomes the Gumbel distri-
bution. Equation (8) describes the stationary extreme model, which is 
still used for comparison with the nonstationary GEV. The nonstationary 
GEV at time t is, as: 












⎠ (9)  
where the non-negative operation of a+ = max(0, a). μ(t), σ(t) and ε(t) 
are the time varying location, scale and shape parameters, respectively. 
To show the nonstationarity of hydrological conditions in a changing 
climate, previous studies have suggested linking the distribution pa-
rameters and hydroclimate variability, such as precipitation (Šraj et al., 
2016), monsoon activity (Delgado et al., 2014), atmosphere circulation 
patterns (Wilby and Quinn, 2013) and SST oscillations (Zhang et al., 
2010; Lü et al., 2018). In this study, nine SST indices at interannual and 
decadal timescales are taken as covariates for the location and scale 
parameters; the shape parameter is not covariate-dependent and re-
mains stationary. 
For the parameter estimation, calibration and validation, the L- 
moment (Hosking, 1990) and maximum likelihood (Coles, 2001) are 
common choices. The L-moment is suitable for short time series (Deli-
cado and Goria, 2008), while maximum likelihood performs well for 
large-sample parameter estimation (Martins and Stedinger, 2000). 
Given that the period of analysis is around 70 years, the maximum 
likelihood is chosen. There is no analytical solution for the nonstationary 
maximum likelihood estimates; and the Newton-Raphson method is 
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used to get unbiased maximum likelihood estimates. Also, the nonsta-
tionary parameter standard errors and their confidence intervals are 
estimated from the observed information matrices based on approxi-
mate normality of the maximum likelihood estimation. 
The significance of the estimated GEV parameters has then been 
assessed using the Leave-X-out cross-validation (LXOCV) approach, 
which consists of validation sets which X observations are not from 
training sets (Celisse, 2014). To select the appropriate length of data (i. 
e., total length of data minus X) for parameter estimation, 1 000 simu-
lations of different lengths (20, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70) are tested. When 
the data length is longer than 60 years, the estimated parameters are 
significant (Figure A1). However, where our record is shorter than 60 
years, it is more likely to obtain nonsignificant results (Figure A1). In 
this study, there are around 70 years of data, thus, to obtain significantly 
stable parameters, the p value has to be at most around 40. Different 
combinations for parameter nonstationarity with the nine SST indices 
are considered (e.g., location parameter μ is changing with EMED: 
μ(EMED)). The performance for extreme model predictions of different 
combinations is then assessed based on the root mean squared error skill 
score (SSRMSE) (Jolliffe and Stephenson, 2012). The SSRMSE is used to 
measure the closeness of the model and observations over a long time 







× 100% (10)  
where RMSEnon (RMSEsta) is the root mean squared error of observation 
compared to the nonstationary (stationary) modelled results. Note that 
here the stationary model is used as the reference prediction. A higher 
SSRMSE value indicates that a nonstationary model is more skilful for 
prediction. The negative SSRMSE value shows cases where a nonsta-
tionary model has less prediction skill than its referenced model (i.e., 
stationary model). 
4. Results and discussion 
4.1. Relative importance of SST indices to extreme streamflow variability 
Fig. 2 displays the most important contributors to streamflow ex-
tremes, at both interannual and decadal timescales, over the two main 
river basins of West Africa. At the interannual timescale, the predict-
ability skill varies greatly, especially over the NRB, where it fluctuates 
from 6.7% at Douna on the Bani (Niger tributaries) to 39.5% at Kouli-
koro upstream of the inner Niger Delta (Fig. 2a). Except for Oulia on the 
Bakoye (Senegal tributaries), predictability skills remain moderately 
good, ranging from 18.4% to 25.8%, over the SRB (Fig. 2a). Both the 
Atlantic and Pacific ENSO variability, i.e. AtlNiño and ENSOpc indices, 
are the main contributors to interannual variability of extreme stream-
flow (up to 10 and 12% of contributing variance, respectively; Fig. 2b). 
Interestingly the relative contribution of Atlantic and Pacific ENSO 
differs regionally: AtlNiño contributions are stronger over most of the 
SRB, while ENSOpc contributions are greater over the Sahelian part, 
downstream of the inner Niger Delta (Fig. 2b). This is consistent with 
previous studies on Sahel rainfall, identifying the tropical Pacific and 
Atlantic Oceans as the leading drivers of interannual variability (Losada 
et al., 2010; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 2011). However, here, the 
Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM) shows very little contribution to 
interannual variability in extreme streamflow (up to 2% only; Fig. 2b). 
According to previous studies on Sahel rainfall (Rowell, 2003; Fontaine 
Fig. 2. The total coefficient of determination R2 and relative importance of SST indices to extreme streamflow variability at interannual (a–b) and decadal scales 
(c–d). Colours in the pie charts refer to the total R2 values and each SST indices’ (regressor) contributions in a/c and b/d. 
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et al., 2010; Gaetani et al., 2010), eastern Mediterranean SSTa also 
contribute to interannual variability in streamflow extremes, especially 
for the upstream of the inner Niger Delta in Koulikoro, where it con-
tributes up to 11% of extreme streamflow variance (Fig. 2b). Similarly, 
the Indian Ocean SSTa (TIO) shows moderate contributions to interan-
nual extreme streamflow variability, especially over the western Sahel 
(up to 8% of contributing variance; Fig. 2b). This is consistent with 
Bader and Latif (2011), which demonstrated that the Indian Ocean SSTs 
were the main forcing for the drought over the west Sahel in 1983. 
However, as stated in Rodríguez-Fonseca et al. (2015), the interannual 
relationship between the Indian Ocean and Sahel rainfall has been 
infrequently studied, despite their crucial importance on the tele-
connection with the Mediterranean (Fontaine et al., 2011) and Pacific 
Oceans (Rowell, 2001). 
At the decadal timescale, predictability skills are much greater than 
at the interannual timescale, and vary from 45.2% to 91.5% (Fig. 2c). 
Such discrepancies in predictability skill are, however, consistent with 
findings from Sidibe et al. (2019), indicating that streamflow variability 
over the SRB and NRB is primarily dominated by decadal variability, 
expressing between 40 and 60% of the total annual streamflow variance. 
Mediterranean SSTa, in particular the eastern regions (EMED), sub-
stantially contribute to extreme streamflow variability in both water-
sheds (20–40% of contributing variance; Fig. 2d). Interestingly, the 
contributions of Mediterranean SSTa to decadal variability in extreme 
streamflow always exceed the contribution of the AMO, IPO and PDO, 
which were described as the primary driver of decadal rainfall vari-
ability over the Sahel (Mohino et al., 2011; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 
2011, 2015). This, however, is consistent with sensitivity experiments in 
climate models, highlighting that either the North and the tropical 
Atlantic basins cannot solely control the overall precipitation structure 
at this timescale, and that SST forcing from the Mediterranean basin is 
required (Mohino et al., 2011). Here, the AMO, as well as the tropical 
Atlantic SST modes of variability (i.e. AtlNiño and AMM), show a 
moderate contribution to extreme streamflow variability at all stations 
(from 5 to 15% of contributing variance; Fig. 2d). The contributions of 
the Pacific Ocean to decadal variability in extreme streamflow, however, 
remain minor at all stations (Fig. 2d). Yet, this is also consistent with the 
sensitivity experiments by Mohino et al. (2011), which show that the 
relationship between the IPO and decadal rainfall anomalies over the 
Sahel is not solely driven by the Pacific, but by the entire tropical pat-
terns, especially over the Indian Ocean. Thus, SSTa in the tropical Indian 
Ocean (TIO) show a larger contribution to decadal variability in extreme 
streamflow than the IPO and PDO, especially over the western Sahel 
where the contribution reaches 25% (Fig. 2d). 
In summary, while predictability skills are low to moderately high at 
the interannual timescale, much greater skill is found at the decadal 
timescale, suggesting there is potential for seamless predictions of pro-
longed droughts and high-flow conditions over the region. Predictability 
skill, however, varies greatly at the regional scale, highlighting potential 
alterations of climate signals by catchment properties, as discussed in 
Sidibe et al. (2019), and other factors. Overall, the results are more 
consistent over the SRB than over the NRB. This might be due to the 
differences of catchment size and their bioclimatology. The NRB covers 
more diverse bio-climatic zones and is more heterogeneous than the 
SRB. Regarding the climate drivers, SSTa in the Pacific and tropical 
Atlantic Oceans primarily drive interannual variability in extreme 
streamflow, while decadal variability appears primarily driven by the 
Mediterranean Sea, the Atlantic Ocean (North and tropical) and the 
Indian Ocean. 
4.2. Further understanding climate processes driving hydrological 
extremes 
In this section, the most relevant SST indices contributing to inter-
annual and decadal variability in hydrological extremes are selected to 
further analyse the physical meaning of statistical links identified in 
Section 4.1. 
4.2.1. Interannual timescales 
Based on the relative importance analysis, ENSO, AtlNiño, TIO and 
EMED are identified as the most relevant SST indices contributing to 
streamflow extreme variability at the interannual timescale (cf. Fig. 2b). 
Those SST indices have been regressed on global SSTa to check for in-
terdependencies between ocean basins, tropical OLR anomalies and low- 
to mid-tropospheric moisture fluxes to examine vertical and horizontal 
water movements. 
El Niño is significantly linked to positive OLR anomalies over West 
Africa, suggesting that suppressed deep-convection is embedded in the 
field of larger-scale OLR anomalies over the Pacific and Indian Oceans 
describing zonal shifts in the Walker circulation (Fig. 3a). In the lower 
troposphere (or Monsoon layer: 1 000-800 hPa), El Niño also relates to 
easterly and southerly moisture fluxes between the West African conti-
nent and the South Atlantic (Fig. 3a). In the mid-troposphere (or AEJ) 
layer: 750-500 hPa), El Niño is connected to easterly fluxes between the 
Equator and 10◦N (Fig. 3a). The anomalies in horizontal moisture fluxes 
describe a weakening of the Monsoon fluxes and an enhancement of the 
AEJ activity, both driven by increasing moisture divergence (Fig. 3a). El 
Niño thus leads to a decrease in water supply from the equatorial 
Atlantic and an increase in continental moisture export to the Atlantic, 
both promoting drought conditions. Very similar climate anomalies are 
found with the TIO, which does not appear strictly independent to 
ENSO, but shows much stronger deep-convection anomalies and impacts 
over the western Sahel and southeast West Africa (Fig. 3c), consistent 
with the relative importance analysis (Fig. 2b). 
The impact of Atlantic Niño is, however, restricted to the Gulf of 
Guinea coastal regions (GG: 4◦ to 10◦N), where deep-convection is 
strongly promoted (Fig. 3b). In the lower troposphere, this enhanced 
deep-convection is linked to major anomalous southerly moisture fluxes 
between 10◦N and the Equator, as well as anomalous northerly fluxes 
over the South Atlantic (Fig. 3b), which together describe a southward 
shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) and the WAM. In 
addition, we note a decrease of the AEJ activity in the mid-troposphere 
(Fig. 3b). Thus, at the interannual timescale, while the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans both modulate the strength of the WAM through zonal changes 
in vertical motion, increasing or decreasing moisture divergence, the 
Atlantic Ocean plays an important role in the meridional circulation, 
regulating the latitudinal location and strength of the ITCZ and the 
WAM. 
Eastern Mediterranean SSTa, which are associated with a significant 
wave-like SST pattern over the North Atlantic, appear to play a role in 
the latitudinal location and strength of the ITCZ at the interannual 
timescale. Warmer eastern Mediterranean SSTa are significantly linked 
to enhanced deep-convection over the eastern Sahel, in response to 
increasing convergence between southwesterly moisture fluxes from the 
equatorial Atlantic, and northeasterly moisture fluxes from the eastern 
Mediterranean in the lower troposphere (Fig. 3d). Such lower tropo-
spheric circulation anomalies act as a strengthening and a northward 
shift of the ITCZ and the WAM. In addition, mid-tropospheric anomalies 
reveal significant easterly moisture fluxes over eastern Africa (Fig. 3d), 
which contribute to reduced AEJ activity in exporting continental 
moisture toward the Atlantic over all the eastern regions. 
4.2.2. Decadal timescales 
At the decadal timescale, the AMO, AMM, TIO and EMED are iden-
tified as the most relevant SST indices contributing to the variability of 
extreme streamflow (cf. Fig. 2d). Fig. 4 shows how those SST indices are 
related to the regional and large-scale climate anomalies linked with 
atmospheric water budgets. 
Decadal warming of the North Atlantic, describing positive phases of 
the AMO, does not show a significant link to deep-convection processes 
over the Sahel, using both local and global significance testing (Fig. 4a). 
The AMO, however, appears significantly linked to southwesterly 
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moisture fluxes around 20◦N (Fig. 4a), which could contribute to the 
enhanced convergence over the region. The AMM promotes deep- 
convection processes over the Sahel, and it shows much stronger links 
to the WAM (Fig. 4b). In addition, we note a weakening of moisture 
fluxes over the Azores High region (Fig. 4b), which has been shown to be 
linked to the Pacific SST variability (Gouirand et al., 2007), and a 
strengthened WAM (Grist and Nicholson, 2001, Fig. 4b). However, other 
studies also suggest that such a strengthened WAM could solely be 
linked to a warmer tropical North Atlantic and/or a colder Equatorial 
Atlantic (Losada et al., 2010; Rodríguez-Fonseca et al., 2011). 
As at the interannual timescale, decadal variability in the TIO index 
is also strongly linked to Pacific SSTa, as well the Tropical North Atlantic 
(Fig. 4c), which is itself strongly related to variability in Pacific SSTa 
(García-Serrano et al., 2017). However, most atmospheric anomalies 
associated with decadal TIO variability are found to be not significant at 
p ≤ 0.05 (up to p ≤ 0.2) using both local and global significance testing 
(Fig. 4c). Therefore, the effects of TIO are not distinguishable from 
random noise, and this suggests that the strong relationship between TIO 
and extreme streamflow variability is not physically relevant or robust. 
At the decadal timescale, the EMED seems to refer to a pan- 
Mediterranean SSTa pattern, with very low connections to the North 
Atlantic (Fig. 4d), unlike at the interannual timescale (Fig. 3d). How-
ever, decadal warming (cooling) of the eastern Mediterranean favours 
(suppressessupresses) deep-convection over most of West Africa, 
particularly over the Sahel (Fig. 4d), consistent with the pattern at the 
interannual timescale (Fig. 3d). At the decadal timescale, this is due to a 
strengthening (weakening) of the Monsoon fluxes, increasing (reducing) 
convergence with northeasterly fluxes in low-troposphere (Fig. 4d). It is 
also associated with a decadal weakening (strengthening) of the AEJ, 
and thus less (more) continental atmospheric moisture exported to the 
Atlantic (Fig. 4d). 
In summary, at the interannual and decadal timescales, while SSTa in 
the Pacific and the Indian Ocean give insight to large-scale zonal 
changes in the atmospheric water budget impacting the strength of the 
WAM, SSTa in the Atlantic and eastern Mediterranean show meridional 
changes impacting the latitudinal location and strength of the ITCZ and 
the WAM. However, the link between SSTa in the Indian Ocean (TIO) 
and the WAM does not appear physically robust at decadal timescales. 
On the contrary, we note that the SSTa in the eastern Mediterranean 
(EMED) provide statistically and physically robust information at both 
interannual and decadal timescales. 
4.3. Nonstationary GEV models driven by SST indices 
As shown in sections 4.1 and 4.2, ENSO, AtlNiño, TIO and EMED 
(AMO, AMM, TIO and EMED) significantly contribute to West Africa 
hydroclimatehydroclimates at interannual (decadal) timescales. Among 
these SST indices, EMED is the only SST index providing both 
Fig. 3. Linear regressions between most relevant SST indices (a–d: ENSO, AtlNiño, TIO, EMED) and large-to regional-scale climate anomalies affecting the WAM 
variability at the interannual timescale (2–8 years; top to bottom: global SST, OLR, low- and mid-tropospheric moisture anomalies). Statistical significance is 
estimated using a local random-phase test accounting for serial correlations (Ebisuzaki, 1997), as well as a global FDR significance test (Wilks, 2006, 2016). Only 
significant regressions at p ≤ 0.05 are shown. 
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statistically and physically robust information at both interannual and 
decadal timescales, and showing significant relationships with the GEV 
scale and location parameters. Therefore, EMED is selected to drive a 
nonstationary GEV model of streamflow extremes at all stations, except 
for the Bani Douna model, which is driven by ENSO and the Niger Lokoja 
model, which is driven by TIO (Figure A2). Here, we only show the 
results at Koulikoro station in the NRB (Fig. 5). In the stationary extreme 
analysis, we assume that the parameters of the extreme distribution do 
not change over time, causing the predicted extreme distribution to 
remain the same (Fig. 5a). However, the streamflow variability has been 
demonstrated to be affected by interannual and decadal SST variations, 
which modulate the moisture circulations (cf. Section 4.1-2). For the 
nonstationary model, the streamflow extreme distributions shift up and 
down over time under the effect of EMED, matching well with the 
streamflow extremes observations (Fig. 5b). Taking the distributions in 
1950 and 1980 as examples, respectively, for relatively high-flow and 
low-flow periods (Fig. 6), the distribution peaks of nonstationary models 
have good agreement with the observations, whereas the stationary 
Fig. 4. Same as for Fig. 3 but using the most relevant SST indices (a–d: AMO, AMM, TIO, EMED) and at the decadal timescale (>10 years).  
Fig. 5. The stationary (a) and nonstationary extreme analysis driven by EMED (b) in the Niger Koulikoro. The black solid line is the observed streamflow extremes, 
and the grey-scale bands are the 60th, 80th and 95th percentiles of 1 000 model simulations. 
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model underestimates (overestimates) the extreme distribution in the 
1950s (1980s) due to a cooling (warming) of the EMED region. 
Figure A3 illustrates further the robustness of the nonstationary extreme 
analysis using LXOCV (with X equal to 1, 2, 5, 10, 20 and 40, respec-
tively). We note that the larger X is, the more nonstationary results tend 
to resemble to the stationary results (Figure A3), as less data can be used 
to estimate nonstationary behaviour. Interestingly, however, the 
nonstationary extreme modelling is able to predict the recent increase in 
extreme streamflow at least 10–20 years ahead (Figure A3). 
The performance of nonstationary extreme models in predicting 
streamflow extremes is further validated based on SSRMSE values of 
nonstationary models driven by EMED, TIO, ENSO and AMO at all sta-
tions (Fig. 7). Except for Douna and Lokoja on the NRB, and using TIO 
and AMO as covariates, respectively (negative value of SSRMSE), the 
nonstationary models have better or equivalent skills than the stationary 
models (Fig. 7). The nonstationary model also has better skill when it is 
driven by EMED compared to other SST indices (Fig. 7). Interestingly, 
EMED has larger effects over the SRB and upper NRB (Figs. 7a and 1), 
suggesting the EMED-driven nonstationary extreme models would 
perform better over the western part, i.e. the SRB and the upper NRB. 
Fig. 6. The extreme distributions from nonstationary and stationary GEV models at 1950 (a) and 1980 (b).  
Fig. 7. The SSRMSE of nonstationary extreme models driven by EMED, TIO, ENSO and AMO in NRB and SRB over West Africa.  
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The other three indices generally contribute more to the predictability of 
streamflow extremes over the SRB (Fig. 7). As suggested in Section 4.1, 
this might be due to the catchment size (NRB is larger than the SRB, and 
thus covers more bio-climatic zones), and as well as the heterogeneity of 
the NRB (e.g. some impact from the Inner Delta). 
5. Conclusion 
West Africa has experienced persistent periods with shifts in drought 
and flood intensity and frequency, which have been proposed to be 
driven by the combined effects of land-cover change and climate vari-
ability (Dai et al., 2004; Dezfuli and Nicholson, 2012). However, while 
future land-degradation or land-use are highly unpredictable, recent 
studies suggest that prolonged periods of high-flows or increasing flood 
frequency could be predicted by monitoring SSTa in the different ocean 
basins that influence the region’s climate (Sidibe et al., 2019). This study 
thus first examines the contributions of the different ocean basins at both 
interannual and decadal timescales and their larger-scale mechanisms. 
The regional streamflow extremes over West Africa are influenced by 
different modes of SST variability in different Oceans, especially the 
Atlantic, Pacific, Mediterranean and Indian. While predictability skill is 
low to moderately good at the interannual timescale, much higher skill 
is found at decadal timescales, suggesting potential for seamless pre-
dictions of prolonged droughts and high-flow conditions over the region. 
At the interannual timescale, Pacific and Atlantic Niño (i.e., ENSO and 
AtlNiño), SSTa in the tropical Indian Ocean and eastern Mediterranean 
(i.e., TIO and EMED) have relatively important impacts on the stream-
flow extremes over West Africa, whereas, at decadal timescales, SSTa in 
North and tropical Atlantic, tropical Indian Ocean and eastern Medi-
terranean (i.e., AMO, AMM, TIO and EMED) have greater contributions. 
At both the interannual and decadal timescales, while SSTa in the Pacific 
and the Indian Ocean affect the West Africa hydroclimate by changing 
the zonal atmospheric moisture impacting the WAM, SSTa in the 
Atlantic and eastern Mediterranean contribute to meridional changes 
through modulating the latitudinal shifts and strength of the ITCZ and 
the WAM. This analysis of the atmospheric dynamic associated with 
each mode of SST variability is based on the 20CRv3 reanalysis, which 
was found to represent better decadal Sahel rainfall variability than 
ERA-20C and CERA-20C (Berntell et al., 2018). Although our results are 
consistent with previous studies, using various datasets (Grist and 
Nicholson, 2001; Gouirand et al., 20072; Rowell, 2003; Gaetani et al., 
2010; Losada et al., 2010; Mohino et al., 2011; Fontaine et al., 2011; 
Rodriguez-Fonseca et al., 20110; Dieppois et al., 2013; Sidibe et al., 
2019), results could be only slightly different using another century-long 
reanalysis. 
We then integrate the large-scale information, i.e. changes in SSTa in 
the different ocean basins, in nonstationary extreme modelling. 
Nonstationary extreme modelling, accounting for temporal changes in 
flood intensity as a response to different SSTa forcing (e.g. warmer and 
cooler EMED), is the best performing method, and allows prediction of 
decadal periods of increasing/decreasing flood intensity, which are 
crucial for adaptation strategies. Among four SSTa indices, EMED, which 
has the highest effects on streamflow variability, is the most significant 
driver based on the nonstationary extreme model results. Other SST 
indices (ENSO, TIO and AMO) are also significant, but show weaker 
effects and more spatial variation. However, we note that our seamless 
extreme modelling strategies perform much better over the SRB than the 
NRB. This might be due to stronger effects of land-use (-cover) and/or 
catchment properties (e.g. the Inner Delta) on streamflow in the NRB. 
Furthermore, it is expected that the SSTa in different oceans will 
change as a response to climate change (Deser et al., 2009), and 
potentially lead to more streamflow extremes by modulating the at-
mospheric circulation, based on our nonstationary framework for 
high-flows. Such nonstationary extreme models could also be applied for 
drought risk assessment. Given the water resource management chal-
lenges in West Africa, future work should consider integration of future 
predictions of multi-year variability in hydrological extremes and 
extremes-based risk assessment, such as presented here using nonsta-
tionary extreme models driven by SST variability. Potential applications 
include water regulation plans and disaster risk reduction in West Af-
rica, as well as in other regions of the world where there is significant 
persistence in hydrological behaviour. 
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